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ABSTRACT

The potential energy, environmental, technical and economic benefits that might arise from multi-energy systems are increasing interest in smart districts. However, in a liberalised market, it is essential to develop a relevant attractive business case. This paper presents a holistic techno-economic framework that couples building/district, multi-network and business case assessment models for the development of robust business cases for smart multi-energy districts. The framework is demonstrated within the context of the FP7 DIMMER project on a real UK case study at the University of Manchester.

INTRODUCTION

Globally, energy systems are facing threats to their reliable and economic operation from the ‘energy trilemma’ of sustainability, affordability and security [1]. Cornerstones of adaptation policies have been policies to increase efficiency of energy systems, and to increase penetration of low-carbon/renewable electricity, and, lately, heat and transport. In this context, multi-energy systems, at various scales, have been identified as interesting means to increase general system efficiency and performance with respect to multiple metrics (e.g., cost, emissions, reliability) [2]. Additionally, such multi-energy systems can contribute to internal and system objectives (relating to the energy trilemma) by operating flexibly, and explicitly selling flexibility on power system markets (e.g., reserve or capacity markets). Districts may be considered particularly interesting as providers of flexibility, for several reasons. Firstly, they can have substantial flexibility [3], [4], which may be exploited relatively cheaply. Secondly, advances in enabling ICT, and in liberalisation of various energy system markets, which facilitate the integration of demand-side resources, are making exploitation of flexibility from districts ever more feasible [5]. Thirdly, the ubiquity of districts, and their location (generally) on distribution networks, where there may be no other alternative flexibility resources, means that there may be great demand for flexibility from smart districts.

However, districts have several features which can greatly complicate their modelling and assessment. Firstly, there is the complexity relating to energy transfer, storage and consumption within the district buildings. Buildings are intrinsically multi-energy, as energy (typically electricity or gas) is converted to provide heat/cooling, and other energy services. In particular, understanding how heat/cooling is distributed around buildings, and how the thermal inertia of heating systems and buildings effects demand and comfort is not a trivial task [6]. Further, exploration of various options for energy conversion, storage and distribution requires detailed physical models [7]. Secondly, there is further complexity given the physical interactions between buildings. This requires the capability to model relevant energy networks (i.e., electricity, gas and heat) and their interactions [8]. Lastly, given that modern energy systems are generally liberalised, it is required to quantify a business case for smart districts. At a fundamental level, this requires methods for identifying the exchanges of commodities/cash which characterise energy systems [9], and should include the ability to model both physical and virtual (i.e., of physically distributed premises) aggregation [10].

Whilst there has been development on the relevant physical and commercial challenges of assessment, a framework bringing together all the components necessary to conduct business case assessment of smart multi-energy districts is missing. To address this gap, this paper presents a business case modelling framework for such districts. The framework is made up of a physical building simulation model, a multi-energy network model, and a business case assessment model, as described below, and is illustrated on a real UK case study developed within the context of the FP7 DIMMER project, which aims at developing an information platform to facilitate energy efficiency improvements via actuation (e.g., investments in renewable energy technologies) and optimal use of multi-energy vectors (e.g., by automating and optimizing the operation of relevant infrastructure).

MODELLING FRAMEWORK

The modelling framework (see Fig. 1) is made up of several modules, which are discussed in detail below.

Building physical model

Accurate assessment of business cases for smart multi-energy districts requires sophisticated building models to accurately capture the effects of several aspects of building energy behaviour. As demonstrated in Fig. 2 which shows the structure of an updated version of the high-resolution domestic demand model presented in [7], building energy profiles (typically gas and electricity) are dependent on demand for energy
Fig. 1: Techno-economic modelling framework

services, and the devices and energy vectors used to provide those energy services. Another key aspect of building energy behaviour is that energy demand (and production, from distributed generation) is dependent on multiple factors. These include device characteristics (e.g., efficiency and rated power), environmental parameters (e.g., solar irradiance and temperature), user parameters (e.g., building set temperature and occupancy/activity), and heating system thermal inertia (e.g., heat emitter size). Identifying and isolating these parameters allows for parametric studies to be undertaken. The structure of the model also enables the coincidence of demand for different energy services (many of which share determinants), and the interaction between energy services (e.g., heat gain from cooking affects the space heating) model to be captured.

Fig. 2: Building energy model structure

Multi-energy network models

The multi-energy network model brings together optimisation and network analysis engines to optimally meet the energy requirements of the district specified by the physical model and a relevant business case. More specifically, an investment planning model coupled with a multi-energy flow optimisation engine [11] is used to optimally dispatch energy infrastructure (e.g., gas boilers, electric heat pump – EHP – and gas combined heat and power – CHP – boilers defined in a scenario) to meet energy demand while maximising benefits from a business case (e.g., wholesale costs minimisation). The optimisation engine is interfaced with an integrated electricity-heat-gas network simulation engine [8], which provides relevant losses and network limits to update the energy dispatch. Finally, the planning model identifies the optimal infrastructure to be deployed and expected costs and emissions.

Business case assessment

The business case of any district intervention depends on the energy prices, incentives, and other costs, the district is subject to. These price signals can be cast as exchanges, usefully describing the energy system commercial map [12]. By identifying individual price signals, the effect of an intervention on each cash flow, and hence each actor, can be identified. Further, this differentiation enable price components to be applied at the appropriate level, i.e., at the ‘commercial’ level for energy, at the grid connection point for grid fees, and at the premises level for taxes [10]. This differentiation allows for consideration of how commercial (virtual) aggregation, or adoption of a private wire network (physical aggregation) affects costs (as diversity within the aggregation changes net imports/exports).

In addition, in this work the role of retailer and aggregator are combined with that of the consumer, in the District actor (see [12] for further details). This leaves open the question of the nature of relationships between component actors, and allows, for example, for market prices to be passed directly to the consumer (with control of district resources remaining with the consumer), or arrangements similar to those of an energy service company where a 3rd party controls district resources, to be provide energy services to contracted standards.

CASE STUDY

The proposed modelling framework is demonstrated with a real UK multi-energy district. The district comprises 17 buildings owned by The University of Manchester and connected to the same electricity distribution and gas networks. 15 of these buildings are also connected to the same heat network. The annual (2014) aggregated electricity and heat demand of the district are 11 GWhe (2.5 MWe peak) and 9.6 GWth (14 MWth peak).

Currently, these buildings meet their energy demands
through imports from the electricity grid, and heat production from central gas boilers or small building level gas boilers (for buildings not connected to the heat network). However, due to political reasons and environmental targets, the university is considering installing energy efficient technologies such as PV, CHP and EHP. Accordingly, and considering the environmental targets set by the university [13], the investment planning model recommends an investment of 2.9 M£ for the installation of 1935 kWe of PV capacity, 1100 kWth of EHP capacity and 250 kWe of CHP capacity throughout the district. For the sake of simplicity and to focus this study on operational value, further results and discussion on investments is not included.

The district is subject to various energy, use-of-system (UoS) and tax charges. Grid electricity import is subject to wholesale import prices, electricity distribution UoS (EDUoS), electricity transmission UoS (ETUoS), balancing services UoS (BSUoS) charges, and value-added tax and environmental and social obligations (ESO). Meanwhile electricity export receives only the wholesale electricity export price [10]. Similarly, gas import is subject to gas wholesale prices, gas distribution and transmission UoS charges, and tax and ESO.

With respect to emissions, the gas emission factor is set at 190 kgCO₂/MWh, whereas the electricity grid emissions are based on the split of grid 2013 UK electricity generation by type, the CO₂ emission rate of each generator, considering 11% network losses (i.e., 442 kgCO₂/MWh on average).

The proposed modelling framework is used to simulate and assess the following four business cases:

1. **Case 1 (baseline):** All controllable energy infrastructure is assumed to operate in traditional heat following mode.
2. **Case 2 (energy costs reduction):** All controllable energy infrastructure is optimally dispatched with the aim of minimising energy wholesale prices.
3. **Case 3 (network stress reduction):** The energy flows within the district are optimised to minimise energy distribution charges.
4. **Case 4 (all signals):** The operation of controllable devices is optimised with the aim of minimising costs from all price signals, including wholesale prices, distribution charges, and also transmission, balancing services and tax charges.

It is important to note that, in order to properly model energy flows throughout the networks, the energy profiles of all other buildings connected to the different networks (22 buildings in addition to the 17 buildings already considered) were simulated. However, the costs, carbon and business implications associated with these additional 22 buildings are not explored in this work.

**Results**

Results in Fig. 3 present annual change in energy and emissions for cases 2-4 compared to case 1. It can be seen that electricity import decrease and gas imports increase compared to the base case in all cases. This is due to comparatively low gas prices (including energy and DUoS charges) motivating a shift in heat production away from the EHP, to the gas fired CHP (which is also able to produce electricity, further reducing expensive electricity import) and gas boiler. This results in a net reduction in CO₂ emissions, as increases in local emissions from gas fired heat generators are offset by reduced grid CO₂ emissions.

**Fig. 3: Change in district energy/emissions, on case 1**

Fig. 4 shows the change in district cash flow, compared to case 1, for each case. Electricity-related revenue increases as electricity consumption is avoided, whilst gas-related revenue decreases as gas consumption increases. Whilst the net effect is broadly similar across the cases, inspection reveals that energy revenue is greater in case 2 compared to case 3, and DUoS revenue is greater in case 3 compared to case 2. This shows the differing operation that each objective motivates, as energy and DUoS price signals do not align (see [10]).

**Fig. 4: Change in district cash flows, on case 1**
Fig. 5 shows the impact that case 4 can have of the business of different actors. The electricity producer is shown to be the biggest loser here, as the district reduces grid import. More importantly, the government and EDNO, which are key enablers for the business case of the district, also lose revenue. This is a vital insight offered by the proposed approach, as it highlights that financial arrangements and/or regulatory changes may be required for key actors (particularly the EDNO) to facilitate the business case of the smart district.
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Fig. 5: Change in cash flow by actor, case 4 on case 1

CONCLUSION

This paper has introduced a new business case modelling framework, for smart multi-energy districts. The framework is made up of a high-resolution building physical model, to capture building thermal inertia and multi-energy demand, a multi-energy network model, which optimally dispatches energy conversion plant considering multi-energy network constraints, and a business case assessment, which identifies cash flows, by actor, by price component.

Demonstration of the framework on a real UK case study demonstrates the framework’s potential to quantify energy, emissions and cash flows resulting from various business cases. Produced results demonstrate how the framework can be used to inform market and regulatory enablers, to facilitate business cases from smart, multi-energy districts.

Future work, within the DIMMER project and the newly commenced SEAF project, will consider the implications of smart district exploitation for investment and sharing of benefits between the district and third-party facilitators.
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